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"Ora et labora et lege, Deus adest sine mora" - St Benedict of Nursia (480-543)
*free translation*: "Pray and work and read, God is there without delay"
This study investigates the potential of kitchen topologies as a tool for stimulating physical activity. The latest recommendations for physical activity in Sweden by YFA (Yrkesföreningar för fysisk aktivitet/Swedish Professional Associations for Physical Activity) state the urgent need for increased physical activity and a lessened amount of sitting still. As a response, this investigation starts at the heart of the home, the vibrant and beating room for activity — the kitchen. Where better to induce motor practice and cognitive skills than in a domestic place intended for work involving all human senses?

A century has passed since the emergence of ergonomics and our western modern kitchen. The normative visions for a good life, functionality and comfort at that time, follow us to this day, yet contemporary problems are rather different. Health issues related to a sedentary lifestyle are most common in western developed countries. Regardless of the causal relationship between ergonomics and human well-being it is significant to question how the built environment shapes human living. In general terms, how can the built environment encourage a long life of healthy habits? More particularly, this study investigates how design interventions in the kitchen can activate a contemporary sedentary lifestyle, encouraging bodily engagement, motor practice and cognitive training.

Through a speculative design, this work presents perspectives on habitual movements inside the domestic kitchen. Can healthy habits be encouraged without impeding on bodily integrity? With a primary focus on actions involving fully embodied movements such as; reaching, bending and twisting, the design attempts to encourage more vibrant, diverse and physically active domestic habits. The investigated actions are posed as a dialogue with a set of design statements including low counter spaces, climbable structures and a strict removal of chairs. The design is motivated by a vision regarding physical engagement as something elegant and an integral part of habitual movement.

**Keywords:**
kitchen, ergonomics, domestic, convention, habits, habitual, movement, physical activity
At the heart of any inquiry driven by curiosity I suppose there lies a portion of naivety. When starting this project I was not certain where this journey would end changing direction many times. Starting from a very ambitious place involving grand visions the investigations led to a more sensitive approach involving values of integrity and agency. However, part of the essential questions that have driven the framework involves the nature of the human/environment relationship. To be more specific, what role does human perception have in bodily actions and on what scale does the built environment affect bodily habits? This has somewhat also been a personal interest since my younger years, when being chained by the educational rituals sitting in chairs made me constantly yearn for physical activity. I still cannot grasp how humanity chooses to cope with such rigid designs as chairs. I continue to quarrel with such frameworks, not to be seldom called out as “standards” which turn them into unquestionable axioms in common tongue. If this dispute is a rebellious response or a genuine fascination for friction I cannot always tell, but I hope a malcontent is not obtained by the reader in such manner.

The past two years of pandemic lifestyle, again sitting a lot still but now additionally restrained to a screen, has certainly provoked many of these inclinations again pressing the topic of this master thesis in architecture. Is the normative vision of human life really as barren as the one by The Wachowskis in 1999 (The directors of The Matrix); i.e. humans lying in pods nurturing a signal network living through an isolated mentally perceived world. Some might consider this utopic, but my personal experience through dance, work and public space tells otherwise. It is ignorant to believe that solely one discipline holds the cure or recipe for “the good life” and maybe this is at the core of the issue? Compensating for sitting still we will drink diet coke, or take an extra 20 minutes at the gym and as treatment for the knee injury we got on the last ski vacation we take an extra advil. Many concerns are involved here but I especially ponder on what is a healthy application of the human driver - “convenience”? Naturally I do not envy my first teacher Ms. Green who had to cope with a monkey to pupil, frantic by the need to explore. She did the right thing by sending me to the principal at times. With regard to a society in need of agreements I wish to present speculative futures where activity is a norm and not a postulated illness. I hope any potential reader might find these perspectives informing and more optimistically even inspiring.

0.2.
A Long Journey Preface
0.3. Student background

Here follows a small selection of the various works by Nathanael Josua Larsson. This is a mandatory part of a thesis booklet filling here the function of presenting to the reader a short retrospect / reflection of the authors former occupations.

EDUCATION

2019 - 2022 Chalmers University of Technology | Master in Architecture and Urban Design
2012 - 2013 Masood Bikurre Hatim, Tel Aviv | One of Two years Postgraduate Danceprogram
2009 - 2012 Balettakademien Göteborg | Professional Degree in Dance
2007 - 2018 Chalmers University of Technology | Bachelor in architecture

EXCERPT FROM OTHER WORKS

spring 2021 Intersection of Cultures Studio | Designs for a Cooler Planet | Exhibition at Aalto University | curator and designer
2018 - 2022 Bar Centro, Alan Oates, Nykøbing Falster | barista
2014 - 2019 Ona, The Mkung & The Ignite and Dog | Choreographer, assistant, designer | director & editor
2016 - 2018 Ona, The Mkung & The Ignite and Dog | choreographer, assistant, designer | director & editor
2015 - 2016 Colloquia | Cygnets and Seepia, for Tran de Roys, AHA Festival | artist
2014 - 2015 The Golden Cowshed | Opera at Bergen National Opera | choreographer, designer, artist
2012 - 2014 Dunne White | choreographer, designer and artist
2010 - 2014 Gotland Hemstolte | elderly care | summertime home assistant
2008 - 2009 Afforestation | treeplanting northern Sweden | summertime forest planter

Text presented along the line in this manner will throughout the thesis consider images only. I will also give a short note about the image creating a parallel discussion on the presented topics. Here I wish to acknowledge the joy cooking in a physically activating space has meant.
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1.0. Introduction

Domestic life involves a great number and variety of habits. It is also a complex task to discern the manifold human movements related to equipment, space, material, environment etc. When then adding the variety and deficiencies bodies bring to habits, further complications arise. As preconceived by Lillian Moller Gilbreth in the early 20th century, it is certain that adaptable kitchens tailored for individuals is the simple answer to the problem when considering human autonomy and diversity (Tenner, 2021). However, the change in domestic life and evolution of cooking is maybe a reason to consider other alternatives also environmentally more beneficial. Thus one must question what lies behind the material distribution of space. What rituals should be encouraged in domestic life? How does the architectural form choreograph human behaviour?

Before giving the delimitation with its procedure I wish to clarify the personal background of this investigation. During my highschool years I began nurturing a growing interest in dance. By the time I was studying my second year at the Bachelor’s Degree of Chalmers in Architecture I was dancing three to six hours per day. This led me to take a break from Architecture and pursue a career in dance, passing through Ballet Academy in Gothenburg and further to a profession performing on stage. I do not wish to boast but also a document of explicit as well as tacit observations. There were many considered paths before electing the kitchen as a playground for this thesis and the strong interest for cooking was not the primary cause. When looking into patterned activities or habits in general, I grew intrigued by the many stories presented from the kitchen, involving encounters with not only the body with its senses, but also other people and nature. Almost any task can take place in a kitchen and no other domestic space is purposely giving so much nurture to human well-being. It was the encounter with the Swedish studies of the home after WWII that set the stage. In the kitchen human movements, habits and material encounters, have been dissected and purposely fabricated. As presented by Torell et al. (2018) the implementation of standards in the kitchen has taken many forms and for various reasons (Torell et al., 2018). Where better to learn and question habitual movements?

When defining the scope of this thesis much time has been dedicated to literature studies. Although some knowledge regarding movement is self-evident from a background in dance it has been important to find sound arguments with foundation in research and history. The purpose of this thesis is not to reveal proofs for a new standard but rather shed light and show new insights to the issues that previously have not been considered. As the contemporary kitchen shares many traits with the kitchen shaped in the early 20th century I have chosen to especially investigate these. It has been important to find what motivated these design choices and somewhat the previous kitchen typologies. I believe there are elements in the older kitchens that could be of interest for us today.

When relevant to habits’ relationship with design is also the simultaneous development of ergonomics as a discipline, which was clearly motivated by a norm and vision of the future. What is presented in here is foremost taken from J. Harwood in Governing by Design (2012). This material is put to test with some of Georges Langugilhemo perspectives in The Normal and the Pathological (1991). With regard to human well-being it is then natural to as a response to the recommendations for physical activity in Sweden (FYS, 2017) by YFA (Yrkesföreningar för fysisk aktivitet/Swedish Professional Associations for Physical Activity), look into movements that can be encouraged in the kitchen. Found evidence regarding application of movement also shows that activity with motor practice could prevent illnesses related to cognitive ageing (Cai et al., 2014). When debunking on the path of studying movements I have catalogued various scales and reasons for movement. With a specific interest for full bodily actions I have linked movements to implementations. In order to give depth and credibility to the observations made I have also studied a series of individuals working in their home or habituated environments. These studies have revealed additional layers to habits that touch aspects of aesthetics and elegance with movement. The design choices made are certainly results of hidden knowledge sometimes difficult to discern. It is therefore valuable to see the outcome not only as a speculative future but also a document of explicit as well as tacit observations.

Things: our internal, private experience; a social grouping; a physical construct; and a set of patterned activities.” (Williams Goldhagen, 2017 p. 200)
Before entering into the subjects of kitchens and domestic habits it is of value to identify an additional underlying interest for this thesis. It might seem obvious to state that architecture shapes life. Much as such is mesmerising for an architect, I found it mischievous, impeding and also disruptive. The way in which architecture is governing human behaviour is obviously intricate and holds many issues that architects at times should and other situations can not be held accountable for. If someone slips on a wet floor, it was neither the one who forgot to dry up the wet puddle, nor the architect’s fault. To put forth a likely scenario it could just be that the person who slipped was unable to behave accordingly on wet surfaces while reading text messages on the phone. This can seem excessive and one can probably argue indefinitely about jurisdiction, ownership and authorship, which is maybe one reason for politics being so vivid at times.

Abrahamson et al. opens the book Governing by Design (2012) with the hypnotic question, ‘how does architecture govern?’ But in contrast to a powerful monument or symbolic act, they choose to discuss ‘mundane matters’ and how humanity is ‘fashioned’ by architecture, economy and politics. They announce a search for mechanisms that regulate society. ‘Governmentality’ as described by Michel Foucault is presented here as a comparable concept, which also implicates the normative vision of elevating life in society. As pointed out by the authors this is certainly complex, evoking a list of engaging levels (Abrahamson et al., 2012).

Also Sara Williams Goldhagen mentions governing. In Welcome To Your World (2017) she gives a broad view to the many aspects of how design affects human living. She outlines not only the physical limitations but many cognitive and mental aspects of how environments influence the way we behave. Drawing a lot of findings from psychology and neuroscience she reveals some fascinating details, for instance how the height of a ceiling will make us perform better intellectually. What forces me to commit a part of this overture to Williams Goldhagen is foremost her repeated depictions of embodied cognition. It seems our bodies play a much larger part than ‘carrying our minds from a to b’ (my own words), our bodies and minds are integrally connected. We inhabit the world with an embodied mind and our memories are built from an individual bodily experience. In the same chapter Williams Goldhagen introduces affordance theory by James J. Gibson which is specified later in this thesis. Finally I here bring forth her depiction of action settings which leads to domestic habits and my take in this thesis. ‘Action settings’ was invented by
The home is inextricably connected to the human body. In a way it with the place foremost surrounding our bodies and the environment settings are for our encounters with an environment. To end this little Goldhagen describes three cities at the same time of the day and with how an environment made people behave in a certain manner. The Roger Barker and his research group in the 1950s in order to express peers such as Lihotzky. The L shape of this kitchen follows not permitting any other use. Separating functions is what experimental house part of the Weimar Bauhaus exhibition The “Haus am Horn” by Georg Muche (1923) was an historic kitchen for the New Frankfurt programme followed her earlier work in Vienna for the self-help building movement, but now in a much larger scale. More than 10 000 homes were generated through this programme. Further findings by Hochhaesl show notes by Lihotzky stating: “The standardised kitchen arrangement is built on scientific principles based on the new working methods of rational housekeeping, we shall build small kitchens not only to save space and money, but most of all to save time” –M Lichacz, (1922). Beschreibung der Kuchentafel- und Speisekastenrichtung, Archiv für Bauwesen und Wohnungswesen, p103-105. The task here is to not cover a thorough categorisation of historical cooking. The part of our human timeline of specific interest starts at the 20th century and the sudden shift of domestic living. This is partly due to the industrial revolution and the technological advancements that were made. Although many kitchen devices from the 20th century are radical and central, the progress started outside the kitchen. When recounting ways of governing by design, the story of our modern kitchen starts with the shift to cold storing. From grand warehouses to cooling railcars we consequently inherited the indoor kitchen refrigerator. Michael Osman states that the 1890s major topic of all Americas big tabloids, cold storage, was declared as the solution for the prevailing economic crisis. The previous dependence on farming and transport of livestock was unpredictable. Stops were necessary for feeding of cattle which could delay deliveries. Transporting frozen meat enabled thus larger markets and on demand delivery. Cooling technology allowed American industry to transform most industrial product turning it to ‘in every man’s dinner’ (Osman, 2012).

Changing consumer habits were essential for the innovations of the 20th century. Jenny Lee describes the upper class view of the kitchen as a smelly and filthy place best put separately, often in the basement. For those well off there was a strong will to isolate the harsh and hectic working conditions of the kitchen with the rest of the house. One wished to keep the illusion of leisure far apart from the physical work done by the domestics. However, for various reasons it became more difficult to find personnel for domestic tasks. This was frequently discussed in both Europe and America by the early 1960s. Many, mostly women, were thus forced to start working in a space they never had tread their foot in. Suddenly the kitchen had to answer to new needs, a working class aspiring for modernised equipment and an upper class yearning for less work (Toffel et al. 2018 pp 25-29).

In this midst the early visions of our modern kitchen arose. In the years of 1925-30 the New Frankfurt building programme was constructed with Ernst May as head architect. With a focus on cheap provision for the masses the programme was to answer to the great housing crisis in interwar Germany. Along progressive ideas like publicly governed social housing, Margarete Lhotzky was appointed with the task to bring forth a new modern kitchen vision. “Lihotzky was a rarity - a respected female architect in what was decidedly a man’s world” writes Gwendolen Webster for the Architectural Review in 2018 pp. 25-29. Lihotzky was also a founding member of the Bauhaus, a school of art and design founded in 1919 by Walter Gropius. The school was known for its innovative approach to design and its emphasis on the integration of art and technology. Lihotzky was one of the first female architects to gain recognition in the field, and her work had a significant impact on the development of modern architecture.

Lihotzky was known for her work on the New Frankfurt housing programme, a social housing project that sought to improve the living conditions of the working class. She was responsible for designing the kitchen layouts for the New Frankfurt programme, and her designs were based on the principles of functionalism and efficiency. Lihotzky’s kitchens were designed to be compact and efficient, with appliances and storage space integrated into the design. She was also known for her use of the L-shaped kitchen layout, which allowed for efficient use of space and easy access to all areas of the kitchen. Lihotzky’s designs were influential in the development of modern kitchen design, and her work continues to be studied and admired today.

The Frankfurt kitchen as seen from the hallway entrance. The compact kitchen has a side door to the living room. Note the placement of the window in relation to the dirty kitchen work accompanied by an adjustable stool. This is a device rather than a physical working area.

**2.1. Historical Kitchens Assessment**

The Frankfurt kitchen was a significant innovation in the design of modern kitchens. It was characterized by its compact layout and efficient use of space, with all major appliances and storage integrated into the design. The L-shaped layout was particularly effective in maximizing space and providing easy access to all areas of the kitchen. This design allowed for greater efficiency in cooking and other kitchen tasks, and it became a model for the design of modern kitchens.

The Frankfurt kitchen was not without its limitations, however. It was designed primarily for use by the working class, and it did not take into account the needs and preferences of middle-class or suburban homeowners. In addition, the compact layout made it difficult to accommodate larger families or to entertain guests. Nevertheless, the Frankfurt kitchen was an important innovation in the development of modern kitchen design, and it continues to be studied and admired for its efficiency and innovation.
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drawing is a mirrored version of the kitchen in the previous image. Each module is shaped according to a function accessible from the core path. Is this an elaboration of army tank design?

EARLY REFRIGERATOR

"Hay Box"


DOI: http://doi.org/10.5334/ah.aq Hay Box, ca. 1914, Cookbook for the Hay Box with a Commentary and Type for Healthy Living, Ida Schuppli and Betty Hinterer, Vienna, Leipzig: Bastei, 1914, p. 6.

Preserving leftovers has been a case in food culture for probably as long as humanity started to cook. Placing the food in these tin containers could keep the food from going bad because of the insulation properties. The box was also easy to build from available leftover materials.

PRE FRANKFURT KITCHEN

"Work In Progress"

Source: ibid.

Photo-series of the Canonical Views of the Frankfurt Kitchen with Remarks by Schütte-Lihotzky, Schütte-Lihotzky-Inheritance, University of Applied Arts Vienna. Collection and Archive, Schönlatern-Kitchenmaterial, PRM 36/06

Clear cut, Lihotzky carefully designed the kitchen in order to lessen work and maximise outcome, enabling time. Here is an earlier version of the kitchen in Vienna including annotations.

MARGARETE SCHÜTTE-LIHOTZKY

"Frankfurter Küche - Floor plan, 1927"

Source: [Online image] https://www.museumnike.com/site/home/1/the-cocinas-san-juan-bapzida-official.php?/latex=unia=1180131986988000


This drawing was a mirrored version of the kitchen in the previous image. Each module is shaped according to a function accessible from the core path. Is this an elaboration of army tank design?

PLAN DRAWING

"Frankfurter Küche - Floor plan, 1927"

Source: [Online image] https://www.museumnike.com/site/home/1/the-cocinas-san-juan-bapzida-official.php?/latex=unia=1180131986988000
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In the 1920s, the kitchen design not only became more open in order for the housewife to supervise and educate her children while simultaneously cooking but also viewed as the loving mother. She should effortlessly work as little as possible with cooking in order to spend more time comfortably with her family. Note also that in the kitchen was in general designated for only one person with carefully tailored equipment. Lillian Moller Gilbreth is another main character of western kitchen modernisation. Together with her husband, time-motion studies were developed with charts mapping kitchen work efforts. Along with Christine Frederick and her home laboratory kitchen, make-to-fit equipment and fixtures was designed all in the orderly fashion of scientific management formerly presented by Frederick Taylor. (Towell et al. 2018 pp. 32-33).

The development of what we today call ergonomics is discussed later in this thesis. First, let us briefly look into the work of Lillian Moller Gilbreth.

When speaking of female kitchen visionaries, surely Lillian is not passed by unnoticed. Barbara Penner addresses that her career stretched for six decades and notes Sigfried Giedion mentioning Gilbreth as the founder of industrial psychology. With her great amount of work and contributions including a doctorate in psychology and various celebrated publications, it is funny that even she did not cook at home. She was yet an advocate of work and saw it as something to be valued rather than wasted. Being a humanitarian, she spent a lot of work investigating and deliberately presenting solutions for disabled and war veterans. An example is the ‘Heart Kitchen’ designed for people with heart diseases, aiming to remove any exhausting labour. The view that one solution should fit all did not however not apply to Gilbreth’s work, who favoured user-centred solutions such as varying bench heights. Although her influence was great, her vision for body-centred design is by today still something visionary when it comes to kitchens (Penner, 2021).

In order to understand the shaping of the modern standardised kitchen one must see Lillian’s work in relation to the industry. Lillian had an education in literature and first when meeting Frank Gilbreth did her work towards Industrial Psychology start. Frank was a businessman more than an author and with great certainty Lillian wrote most of the books under Frank’s name. Prior to their engagement she was already involved with the book Field System, later published in 1908. Before their encounter Frank had been engaged with the bricklaying industry, developing methods with specific scaffoldings in order to make production fluent and more efficient. The methods by Frank Gilbreth consisted of eliminating unnecessary motions from the process (motion study) and were developed before the encounter with Frederick W. Taylor in 1907. It was the union of Taylor and the Gilbreths that would springboard Scientific Management, then known as Taylorism, into transforming and governing modern industry. What makes Lillian stand out as a great pioneer in an otherwise dominant male choir is her genuine interest for human wellbeing. In contrast to traditional Taylorism Lillian favoured safe, happy and humane working environments.

Thus one publication ought to be given special attention, Fatigue Study from 1916. In this book the Gilbreths discuss the ill effects of fatigue in industrial work and consequently risks for injuries. Among the solutions presented are ergonomic chairs, tea breaks, uniforms and even using fire evacuation exercises to stimulate morale and wellbeing, all in favour of measurable production results (Mees, 2013).

The Swedish fairy tale of kitchen studies follows the above mentioned visions. When putting to display the history of kitchens in Sweden one has to mention the studies by HFI (Hemmens Forskningsinstitut, i.e. Home Research Institute). Even if the visions of the ideal citizen and utopian future of rational architecture appeared before WWII the implementation of developed standards in Sweden happened first after the war. The exhibitions Bygge och Bo during the 1920’s, the Stockholm Exhibition 1930 and Gothenburg Exhibition 1932 all presented modernised kitchens, but it was the Swedish building standard formed in 1942 which became the inauguration. In 1944 HFI was initiated with leading experts dedicated to continuing the journey that had started before the war.

With governmental support and great optimism, solving the housing situation became the working ground for the new kitchens. The design was adjusted, tailored and turned into a Swedish icon. The kitchen topology became more open in order for the housewife to supervise and educate her children while simultaneously cooking and performing other domestic activities. When promoting the new kitchen, films and manuals for efficient and practical use followed. Also modernised cookbooks with ready meals and baking mixtures were created to lessen the cooking time additionally. The monumental

2.1. ASSESSMENT
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14 TIME-MOTION STUDIES

“Time and motion studies” (TMS) were common in the emerging practice of Industrial Management. Although much focus was put on quantifiable results and efficiencies in factories, the Gilbreths had a great concern for the well-being of workers.

These studies revolutionized factory production in their time. In relation to a contemporary society where production is made more efficient and profitable with robots, the human culture and quality of living must be questioned again. Is pure efficiency the answer to well-being? Is the body a vessel with a function, or an intelligent organism capable of using multiple senses for rich experiences? Note the running chronometer which is helping to keep track of the movement when shooting with more frames per second. Also pay attention to the grid on the various surfaces used to map the trajectories movements in space.

15 KITCHEN PLAN BY LILLIAN MOLLER GILBRETH


Note the compact placement of Stovetop, Sink and Fridge.

16 LILLIAN MOLLER GILBRETH GIVING LECTURE


Did Lillian spend more time lecturing than cooking?

17 PAINTING WITH LIGHT

“Motion efficiency study by Frank Gilbreth, c. 1914, Collection: National Museum of American History” Source: [Online image] https://collection.chronicle.org/chronicle/image/sj4671/4671 (collected 03.05.2022)

We can somehow interpret the variation in speed and trajectory in space, but what to the senses and articulation? How aware is the subject of the first generated and stuck to the floor?

18 SOLIDIFIED MOVEMENT

“Figure 2: Wire Model of foreman on drill press” Models like these were made interpreting the movements tracked in the time-motion studies, a spatial analysis of movement. Source: [Online image] http://www.architectural-review.com/essays/reputations/lillian-moller-gilbreth/39272 (collected 03.05.2022)

How well does the steel wire represent the movement? Is this a necessary abstraction? Is the act of making the model a tool for understanding rather than the model a tool for communicating the movement? Is it gained by the abstraction and elimination of the body? Are dancers capable of understanding the whole body with its many trajectories simultaneously?

19 SOLIDIFIED MOVEMENT

Statement of standards also happened on an industrial scale. The industry which had been committed to war materials, reconfigured to produce building materials with interior fixtures. Suddenly, not only prefabricated blocks with whole kitchens and bathrooms but also ready to enter houses were launched from the assembly line. The new standard enabled a modern kitchen, with refrigerator, electric stove and comfortable working space, for all. This is not figuratively speaking, practically 1 million homes with modernized kitchens were produced between 1965 to 1974 (Torell et al. 2018 pp. 37-48). As astonishing this may seem it did not happen overnight. Statements such as the Stockholm Exhibition in 1930 points towards Sweden as a strong collective looking for modernisation already before WW2. Words by Gunnar Asplund about the exhibition purpose presented by Atli Magnus Seelow show that the future was portrayed progressive and bright.

“The Nordic exhibition type that we have aimed at here is something quite different. It could be said to have a twofold intention: to give an impetus to development while fulfilling the requirements of beauty and festivity.” [Interview with Gunnar Asplund et al. Byggmästaren. Utställningsutställ, 1930; p. 11] (Seelow, 2016, p. 40)

As with the German building programmes the goal was to provide homes that met public demand both in terms of price and quality (Seelow, 2016 p. 122).
Aktiv Hushållning

(Original: Aktiv hushållning utgivare av Statens Informationstyrelse, P. 14 en P 7142, Nordisk Böckertryck, Stockholm 1940)

p. 2

"This publication is the first in a series of small pamphlets published by The Government's Information Board with the heading ACTIVE HOUSEKEEPING. The purpose is to give the necessary background to the practical advice regarding consumption, which will be the context of the following publications. The target group is all consumers, foremost the country’s housewives."

p. 74

"This means that every individual consumer, family with husband and wife collectively, housekeeper are prepared —

to abandon old traditions and superstitions and rationalise the domestic work and consumer habits;

to use all experiences, knowledge available and ingenuity to, individually and collectively with others, solve the emerging issues which lock down and defence prepare them face;

to not let chance dictate but with focus and awareness plan —

— to add light sources to the subject's hand to get a more selective view of the hand trajectory. With great ingenuity the material was used and post-edited in various ways to convey the necessary information. The chromographic images became symbols of Industrial Management and were also used for educational purposes. The inventiveness does not stop with the use of images. The pathways revealed with lightbulbs were also translated into steel wire models for a better spatial understanding (see image 18). Frequently used actions such as 'find', 'grasp' or 'use' were annotated into icons called 'Therbligs', spatial understanding (see image 18). Frequently used actions such as 'find', 'grasp' or 'use' were annotated into icons called 'Therbligs'."

2.2. Universal Measures

Estimation

As previously mentioned, the evolving practice of Industrial Management in America took off with the union of the Gilbreths and Frederick W. Taylor. To begin this clause let’s continue with the Motion Studies later applied also in Sweden. Frank Gilbreth is the known inventor of motion studies, first used to develop and later in a performative manner also display efficient work. Where Taylors Time Studies inaccurately utilized a stopwatch Frank Gilbreth was instead an active user of film and photography. Although it can seem boasting with the name ‘Advanced Motion Studies’ and Frank Gilbreth in every film, the material proved successful and was, as Frank’s practice in general, indeed pragmatic and modern. The ‘Advanced Motion Studies’ evolved from what Frank called ‘micro-motion study’, a hands-on method of improving bricklaying. Photography was already used for related purposes at the time but in these studies Frank approached the camera rather differently. The worker was placed in a monochrome grid tapestry for accurate spatial mapping. (See image series 14). This was filmed with a hand cranked camera which could follow the detail of movement with framerate, i.e. speeding up the cranking. In order to keep track of the elapsed time a micro–chromometer was put in the fore–or background, i.e. a hand running around a wheel at a steady rate. Eventually Frank also started to add light sources to the subject’s hand to get a more selective view of the hand trajectory. With great ingenuity the material was used and post-edited in various ways to convey the necessary information. The chromographic images became symbols of Industrial Management and were also used for educational purposes. The inventiveness does not stop with the use of images. The pathways revealed with lightbulbs were also translated into steel wire models for a better spatial understanding (see image 18). Frequently used actions such as 'find', 'grasp' or 'use' were annotated into icons called ‘Therbligs’, humorously Gilbreth read backwards. However, what might be most commendable with the Gilbreths is their ability to promote and create a social movement, as they played an important part in spreading Scientific Management globally (Meir, 2013)."
previous examples there was a close relation to industry and war. After WWII, Dreyfuss and his colleagues were working on a war tank instrument panel for the U.S. Army and had drawn a full size drawing of the panel on a wall. Using data from measuring soldiers, in Mack line drawing, a silhouette had been placed on top of the blueprint of the imagined driver. When looking at the lifesize drawing they realized they had created an estimation of the average man which later would be named ‘Joe’. Also a female counterpart was designed called ‘Josephine’. Now instead of digging through a pile of collected data, they could account for one average answering the majority of cases. The book ‘The Measure of Man’ from 1959 is renamed with ‘and Woman’ added in 1993. Pay attention to Dreyfuss’ motiwe in the book ‘Designing for People’ from 1955 where he stressed the need not only for adjusting design for ‘Joe’ and ‘Josephine’, but to make sure the design does not cause psychological distress or bodily pain. (Harwood, 2012).

The same way Dreyfuss is driven by care for human encounter with design, the Architects’ Data (Third Edition) starts with introducing the human relation to design and a specific focus on the measurable scale and space requirements. It is pressed on the importance of knowing these measures as a working architect; “They have to understand the relationship between the sizes of human limbs and what space a person requires in various postures and whilst moving around.” (Neufert, 2000, p.1) According to Harwood the 1936 book ‘Bauordnungslehre' (Building design guide) is the text known for establishing ergonomic design. Ernst Neufert started as one of the first students at the Bauhaus school also working for Walter Gropius. When the war came he put focus on automation and mass production leading to the encyclopedia most architects today have in their bookshelf. It started as a pamphlet called Mensch als Mass und Ziel (Man as measure and target) where he expressively discussed the average as an ideal and norm, in need of protection from the dangerous environment. In a later book ‘Bauordnungsmehrlehr’ (BOLS) he states as a solid truth that “only automatism makes perfection possible in living and work.” According to Neufert the human body should be seen as a piece in a great system rather than an individual being. In relation to this system the lead word is efficiency, with less effort more is gained and so the ergonomic equation follows; speed equals work over time. In the domestic environment as well as the factory, functions are separate and ergonomy applied. This principle was certainly assigned to The Frankfurt Kitchen and the result is clear, a minimised efficient space and a slick design ready for production(Harwood, 2012).

Today’s conventions it seems, were indeed a challenge promoting intense innovation aspiring for a better future. Giving an end to this passage and before discussing present health issues it must be pointed out that the early modernist architects were indeed committed to health and wellbeing. In X-Ray architecture Beatrice Colomina asserts that the modern house, stripped away from excessive ornamentation, was to exhibit the modern lifestyle of the factory, functions are separate and ergonomy applied. This principle was certainly assigned to The Frankfurt Kitchen and the result is clear, a minimised efficient space and a slick design ready for production(Harwood, 2012).

As a dancer one practices constantly the meaning of reaching beyond bodily limitations. Even standing still there is an ongoing investigation with reaching and giving more space to joints and limbs. The activity is sometimes so subtle that it nearly electrifies the skin. Here the reach clearly indicates that our bodies are capable of much more than the stiff notion portrayed by Neufert.

22 AN ARMS REACH
‘Human Reification or Ernst Neufert’s Definition of Space:’ (collected 03.05.2022)

23 ANOTHER ARMS REACH
A Contemporary Dancers Definition of Space?

24 AN ARMS REACH

I still wonder what is the actual application of the original map by Neufert, and even with a real human being it is not clear to me what this movement depicts. Are human body stiff machines only intended to use arms in those selected angles? How often do we reach with stiff arms and immobilized elbows in this manner?

25 ANOTHER ARMS REACH
A Contemporary Dancers Definition of Space?

As a dancer one practices constantly the meaning of reaching beyond bodily limitations. Even standing still there is an ongoing investigation with reaching and giving more space to joints and limbs. The activity is sometimes so subtle that it nearly electrifies the skin. Here the reach clearly indicates that our bodies are capable of much more than the stiff notion portrayed by Neufert.
Medical Attention

Contingency

Well observed by Architectural theorist Beatrice Colomina the concern for health in architecture has probably existed since the creation of the discipline itself. When Vitruvius commenced architectural theory he strongly promoted medical studies for architects and the necessary concern for health (Colomina, 2019 p. 13). After all, of the many desires within architecture one major is to provide useful spaces for human living. I find this almost nurse-like care for humanity among architects most intriguing. Can architecture really give answers to any problem? Naturally as with medicine, in there is in architecture an ongoing search for a more beneficial situation that can enhance human living. This could be viewed as a functioning equivalent similar to an ecology. In this case (Challenging Conventions: Changing Habitual Movements in Domestic Kitchens), I have chosen to investigate the potency of the aforementioned desire. Further, since the concern for human good is much dependent on normative visions and ideals, it is important to clarify the nature of such a norm. I here follow the line of thought by J. thamwood in Governing by Design and share some of the perspectives on the philosophy behind norms, the normal and pathological as discussed by Georges Canguilhem.

First when introducing the polemic discourse between healthy and sick, normal and pathological, Medical Philosopher Georges Canguilhem uncovers many views on philosophy and medical approaches to cure. It is easy to become mesmerised by the contrasting historical perspectives and get lost imagining how these were manifested. The Normal can be viewed from different angles. One way to see the idea of norm is the general lack of affliction. In the encounter of an anomaly or disease one is made aware of the normal in a search for remedy. But the normal could also be defined as the encounter of an anomaly or disease one is made aware of the need for movement. It is not a complicated science but a matter of simple wellbeing, those who are physically active dense function and feel better(YFA, 2021). The book somewhat follows the structure of WHO’s (World Health Organisation) ‘Vadمنظور وظيفة Giac עם فيسبيك التماسى تيكلة’ on Physical Activity and Sedentary Behaviour’ from 2020 with diagrams, bullet points and easy to read steps. In general the recommendation by this report also found in YFA is that “doing some physical activity is better than doing none”(WHO, 2020 p. 67) which should be followed by increased amounts according to what is possible. To be more specific,

any individual disregarding age should perform a minimum of physical activity, i.e. not sitting and should intensity the better, between 150 and 300 minutes per week or 20 to 42 minutes per day. Higher levels of physically active lifestyles is proven to lower risks of many cancers, coronary heart disease and type-2 diabetes (WHO, 2020). Following the statements by WHO and YFA is enough to fill the rest of this thesis. In order to say exercise I will share just a fraction from YFA which I have picked up and used as incentive for the following investigations.

Physical activity is a central part of wellbeing throughout the entire human life. The challenge is how one can support these in need of healthier and more physical habits. Among the eight investments presented in chapter 1.1 intended for policy makers and societal interventions, five encompass environments in various ways: Schools, Transportation, Urban Planning, Sports facilitation and Active Workplaces. Here I propose, without interfering with human agency, if activity could additionally encompass the domestic environment? Some of these categories are maybe self-evident but something of value for this thesis is the recommendation for shaping the work environment in a way that physical activity is enabled. Other tools that have proven successful are encouraging working cultures and the spread of knowledge regarding physical activity(YFA, 2021, pp. 18–22). These aspects I am trying to respond with the outcome of this thesis through the kitchen.

The benefits of charging habits does not stop with gaining movement range, strength and stamina. It has been discovered that practising cognitive abilities including motor refinement and intellectual stimulation has great benefits for the ageing brain. This is at least what Liuyang Cai et al. state in their article ‘Brain plasticity and motor practice in cognitive ageing’ for Frontiers in Ageing Neuroscience. They share a long list of evidence for motor practice in order to prevent functional decline in older adulthood. Motor learning, or acquiring skill through repeated practice engaging physically and or mentally stimulates brain plasticity. It is proven that physically fit adults perform better than those less fit on executive functions. It is proposed that older adults engaging with bodily exercise lessen the cognitive decline and possibly even prevent dementia. Cai et al states; “Exercise improves vascular function, decreases obesity and reduces inflammatory markers to enhance brain health and functioning”. They also push that for older adults physical activity should be reasonable and easy to perform. Last but not least they recommend the use of mindfulness, or more articulate, mind-body concentration practice with attention to the experience of the present time. This will improve memory, brain functions, social communication and physical wellness(Cai et al. 2014). At some point in history cooking may have included all of these now called recommendations. Acquiring food was maybe done by engaging in nature, climbing for eggs, picking berries and diving for shells. The consumable would then be carefully prepared using all the senses in a thick present moment. It seems to me at least that the kitchen is an obvious place to intervene.
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A Bodily Scale Framing

Looking for ways to approach a design stimulating activity in the kitchen it was difficult to move away from the presumptuous images one has been washed with through education and design magazines. The convention made itself present in the most uncanny way. It seemed almost impossible to imagine a kitchen without perfectly aligned horizontal surfaces as counter space and vertical sheets stretching along, floating and covering the potentially messy cupboards. When reading Sara Williams Goldhagen I stumbled upon the concept ‘affordance’ and felt soothed. In the third chapter; ‘The Bodily Basis of Cognition the theory by J.J. Gibson is shared. The theory of affordance says in simple terms that the general perception of design is goal oriented, looking for what is affordable or possible. Humans search for ways to interact. As Sara points out, although architects favour abstraction using terms like space, people will search for interaction and stimulate bodily encounters (Williams Goldhagen, 2017).

In order to clarify a potential quality of human living I have found it important to reflect on the effects of the development and implementation of standards which we see in the kitchen. What are the movements existing in the kitchen today? As a dancer I have learned to look for the multitude of nuances a body can perform. Maybe not explicitly, but throughout a day even non dancers possess a great bodily vocabulary: These can be categorised according to muscle groups, tonus, isolation, intensity, dynamic, mechanical function and much much more. I expect it comes down to the purpose and focus of interest in the choice of such categorisation. There are other important questions regarding habits related to physiological differences in the domestic environment. For one body a countertop can be of perfect height and unnoticeable whereas for another it will be forced to be of increased height. In some aspects I believe this drive unintentionally clouded the response to what was necessary and what was healthy. White bread is a good example, once a status symbol and for long considered a commestible of the nobles. Now the white loaf is a cheap unhealthy product known to cause a list of serious diseases (Rubel William, 2011, Bread: A Global History (Reaction Books Ltd., London)).

Aiming to map the many actions taken in a kitchen I ended up with 5 categories. The latter two are the ones most taken into consideration. Note the difference in scale which also has been central in the building of the framework. I must also clarify that this is not an attempt at building a new universal theory considering Kitchen habits, but rather a practical delineation that could serve as a springboard for new ideas.

No. 0 Directly referring to ingestion; drink, eat, taste, smell, nose, chew, gulp, swallow, devour etc.

Acts of nurturing the body. Actions within this category are limited to the body and not by the Kitchen and can therefore arguably also be discussed within the framework of a sensory experience of place. These actions can be affected by designed interventions stretching from medical equipment to using cinnamon scent to stimulate appetite. Also sight is a crucial part of eating. The design explorations of this thesis are not focusing on such interventions with risk for losing specificity and depth.

No. 1 Preparation of comestibles by a bodily movement; cut, rinse, pour, bake, peel, grind, blend, chop, boil, boil, crush, slice, mix, manoeuvre, spread, knead, roll, flip, fill, stuff, sort, press, decorate, place, wash, clean, present, time, plant, pick, stretch, carve etc.

Managing goals is an act involving simple and sophisticated methods bound to region, cultural influence and practice. Many of these acts also strongly depend on industry and technological influence and practice. Many of these acts also strongly depend on industry and technological influence and practice. That devices will benefit the act itself is a norm pushing technology forward and also keeping consumerism as a powerful habit “Let the old go and invest in the new”. I argue that most of these tasks can be performed manually to stimulate a more vibrant connection to the environment involving all the human senses present at the time. Cooking was considered smelly and something done by the poor in the basement. In some aspects I believe this drive unintentionally clouded the response to what was necessary and what was healthy. White bread is a good example, once a status symbol and for long considered a commestible of the nobles. Now the white loaf is a cheap unhealthy product known to cause a list of serious diseases (Rubel William, 2011, Bread: A Global History (Reaction Books Ltd., London)).
and therefore serving a more ecological and resourceful approach to design. As mentioned before, motor learning has positive effects on brain plasticity and cognitive ageing (Cai et al. 2014).

No. 2 Handling of comestibles not limited to a bodily movement with an instrumental requisite; heat, cool, store, waste, clean, organise, transport etc.

The actions here require technological intervention. They are often functions central in the development of the modern Kitchen. Modern society now enables consuming habits with great diversity in diet also partly no longer bound to a geographic location.

No. 3 Bodily movements, aimingly the full body; reach, sit, stand, lift, drop, push, pull, bend, squat, twist, curve, swing, lie, sway, place etc.

Most vocabulary describing bodily movements can be ascribed to activities performed in a kitchen. They can also to some extent be ascribed to other working environments. Something of great importance when stating actions within this category is firstly the focus on bodily engagement. They are not actions performed out of value in themselves necessarily, although sitting many times is imperative after actively standing up working by a bench. They are rather movements performed by other motives. As an example one will “reach” in order to “pull” out a device from the cupboard. One will then “swing” the arms with a “hold” onto the device and “place” it on the bench with a “sway” shifting the weight from the left to the right foot. I will argue in this thesis that such actions can be done with low effort yet involve a richer cognitive experience resulting in healthier habits.

No. 4 Actions taking place but not limited to the Kitchen; converse, view, socialise, contemplate, write, read, napp, sing, dance etc.

The final category gives room for the complexity of habits that make up human living not particular for rejuvenating the body by ingestion. Some of these actions are connected to pleasure and some have no emotional value due to their commonality in everyday life. It is interesting to speculate how actions like these enrich the kitchen and human culture. Further one should ask what happens when tools such as “voice control”, “machine learning”, and other technological developments are implemented into the Kitchen? Will we spend more time on sitting still behind screens or more time on enjoying the vegetables we grew next to the network servers installed in the walls keeping the home warm? There is a potential adaptation to architecture involving many more systems than just the isolated task of making kitchen work and infrastructure more efficient.

How can the poetry of cooking, moving and experiencing the many riches of the kitchen not be an exciting domestic habit? Like a fresh morning breeze moving through a grassy field we could dance one way over the floor gently managing the comestibles cutting with noble precision and plating with creative ingenuity. As a sailor manoeuvres a boat we could trace our feet like a cat on the floor pulling and pushing efficiently the drawers and pots, yet with a firm foundation on deck. Lightly climbing to the top shelf we could balance the vessels on one hand while smoothly climbing the obscure wall with the other, keeping the feet active like a morphing octopus along a coral reef attentive to any surface fluctuation. The bodily engagement will vary with the many activities along the day, with varying muscular tonus in the morning compared to the evening but it will be using the many intricate muscles in the groyne, stomach and most importantly the brain, beneficially done out of necessity. The practice of complex action will just be culture and not another dream on a screen.

3.0. FRAMING

CHALLENGING CONVENTIONS : CHARGING HABITUAL MOVEMENTS IN DOMESTIC KITCHENS

31 A NEW OLD KITCHEN

Kitchen with 480mm high and 700mm wide counter space. Graphite on satin grained aquarelle Paper from Saunders Waterford and figures on tracing paper. Source: Photograph and drawings by author. Drawings from March 2022, Photograph taken April 2022.

Translating the first ideas into a drawing turned out quite successful, some things were in need of adjustment after physical live testing had been made. But as the drawing opened new doors, it was left unchanged for next iterations made separate. The floor is here intended as a part of the kitchen cupboard system. Instead of installing a new kitchen one could build up the floor leaving some spaces for sitting.
3.1. Habitual Movement Notation

The meaning of "Charging Habitual Movements in Domestic Kitchens" is twofold. First I wish to charge the body and give energy to our domestic living. Secondly I wish to press charges against the conventional kitchens and the habits it forces us to perform. Is it so difficult? Just put a weight belt on and the effort will be raised automatically. Add a yoga-class or 30 minutes dance activity per day. Why not cut out at a restaurant on the other side of town to which you walk and the activity is added additionally to the social experience along with much better food? There are many solutions that exclude interference with everyday habits so why should we investigate the domestic environment? Is this intruding inside the individual autonomous space?

Attending to the topic of domestic rituals I have noticed notations of objects to the counter space. For detailed view see image 32. Inhabitants have given strict annotations on all kinds of things, from placement of peripheral vision to small juggling movements before launching a step. For a detailed view see image 36. It is clear this body has movement training and the study compelled me to look at other bodies in their own habituated environments, how they related their bodies to the conventional kitchen.

As Linnea is taller than the average person, which the conventional kitchen is most sufficient for, she is forced to bend the upper body in order to practically utilise the countertop. The simulation proved useful in some cases. Where postures covered narrow spaces on the floor the stool served well its purpose. But a counter space closer to the floor naturally implies many more possibilities. Another useful observation was the need for space underneath the countertop. In order to get a good working relation with the upper body one needs to touch the edge with the hip. Thus the clearance for the lower, similar to the relation between normal table and chairs.

Another useful observation was the need for space underneath the countertop. In order to get a good working relation with the upper body one needs to touch the edge with the hip. Thus the clearance for the lower, similar to the relation between normal table and chairs.

A meal in my lonely kitchen

After imagining possible dishes and unable to neglect my stomach ache, I decided to rise from my wooden chair to get some food. I had been aching for more than an hour but couldn’t motivate myself to leave the workstation, having such a good workflow. Now that I rise up from my curved position by the desk I was made aware of the numb toes that started to buzz. With hesitant steps whilst pulling my elbows back in order to crack my back stiffly I started walking towards the kitchen. Entering the kitchen I realised I was thirsty and went straight to the cupboard. I took a meal in my lonely kitchen 1. We can see a person of comfortable height in relation to the standardised kitchen makes a lot of sense. There is a general effortlessness feel in this approach to the workspace. For detailed view see image 39.
It does not matter how much we try to think of the feet while sitting, we will not use the two actions as when standing or walking where they constantly take care of the shifting weight. So when rising from the chair and carrying the stomach even more it is first by standing up the sensation will appear in the toes as the blood starts running through the feet creating the buzzing experience. The act of rising is the first in 3 hours (for many even longer). In order to receive the weight onto the feet, the head is pushed forward where the core has to work even more just holding the top ten kilogram vertebral swelling (the head), with more pain added to the stomach. When beginning to rise up from the chair the hip abductors are stretched for the first time since last time getting seated. As they now have to go from almost full flexion into full elongation they will also add tension to the lower back pain we barely notice due to the prevalent stomach issue. The body is not just a passing sensation but a physiological state cultivated since kindergarten sitting in a standard chair. As the walking starts the body will try to find balance with the buzzing toes and stiffness back. The body suddenly needs hydration to move, thirst becomes the new motivation for moving into the kitchen, which happened so quickly we scarcely recognised it. As stiffness makes the body ache most times heading to the sink we have tactically placed the drinking vessels on the shelf closest to the sink in order to spend less possible effort. We barely have to move the arm. The most complex movement our body has to conjure is the isolated pointing of the index finger feeling the temperature of the running water, which we if possible rather would avoid. After all, who likes to spend time waiting?

The experiences of pain and stiffness are not the only bodily issues that can follow the conventional domestic habits. The lack of complex cognitive ability is another. Firstly, the surfaces our body encounters are mostly smooth and if an edge is introduced it will be perfectly rounded. The sharpest object apart from cutlery or similar tools is the door. Since we only touch the handle the edges of the handle might be made from wood but even in cold metal it is intentionally shaped to fit perfectly into the gripping hand. Although our body is capable of performing extremely complex actions our domestic environment is formed to undersly any possible obstacle creating simple, effortless and less effortful habits. The lessened time for kitchen work has been driven by an urge to liberate the individual for other activities. The elegance of a perfectly steamed salmon on a plate of slow cooked herbs is only imagined by viewing someone else cooking behind a camera in a studio. Then it is ordered online from the available food delivery service. The patience and diligent practice necessary to accomplish even such simple tasks is beyond most peoples imagination as they have barely learned to do anything other than sitting in chairs. Cognitive experiences need to be used and not viewed. And as presented earlier it also is a part of long healthy living.

Despite the amount one can relate to this autoethnographic observation, its purpose is to awaken a discussion concerning the bodily mental images mostly subconsciously running through our mind. Now let us investigate the same situation more carefully looking into what is taking place in the body.

Firstly the stomach ache has made the posture more curved than the usual sitting position. Often such pain adds a small or stiffness to the knees, and individual variances will appear. Further the pain makes the lower abdominals and muscles in the diaphragm contract, adding additional tension to the lower back and diaphragm area. The secondary tension created in the shoulders will also add to the experience making the notion of hunger less prominent. The body will also pay attention to the suffering rather than the peripheral limbs that have been still for more than 3 hours.

It is easy to become dystopian seeing a whole generation become more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged.

- The kitchen triangle is more practical when spread out and not aligned along the same wall as the movement introduces rotation and peripheral perception which further stimulate lumbar disk movement.
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It is easy to become dystopian seeing a whole generation become more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged. Postures are crooked and anxiety built up with the pectoralis(breast muscles) becoming more sedentary and less physiologically engaged.

For the one trained in the art of dance or skilled practitioner of any other physiological form I humbly present a document in time. As the human body is plastic I believe so is also knowledge. There might be as well as have been periods when I will know/know more than this document reveals. In accordance with time, focus and interest this is one outcome of many. I acknowledge my lack of knowing and ongoing search for learning, letting some interests go while importing others.

The camera is placed in an upper corner of the room in order to give a good view of the movements. The clothing is casual and a part of the individuals everyday choices. The tasks are known to the individuals and habituated. Here are part of the key findings from Carl Spatzlandgärd, Santi Pauligant, Brimjogaon and Kyrgykatun;
- The convention has benefits in terms of cleanliness with one solid counter space. The use of focus is clear with a tidy space and anaesthetic environment as anything out of the order will be visible.
- The conventional kitchen allows very little lower body engagement, i.e. pelvis, legs and feet.
- The kitchen triangle is more practical when spread out and not aligned along the same wall as the movement introduces rotation and peripheral perception which further stimulate lumbar disk movement.
- Drawers and cupboards are rarely made of a quality that permit care or elegance.
- Individuals find their own way of coping with physical dilemmas.
- Culture is a major part of the practice in the domestic kitchen, often apprehended through a self taught practice or interest rather than inherited from previous generations.
- Motor practice is possible in almost every challenge of cooking.
- Functional orientation in the domestic space does not demand bodily presence, i.e. awareness of the body’s movements and change over time, unless there are injuries or pathological issues.
- This is a disclaimer. With these habitual movement studies I am building an argument using my background as a dancer and practitioner in teaching and choreography. I am by writing this also made aware of my strict limitation to the subjects that I have encountered, and the limited understanding I have from my personal experience. It may seem much for some and less for others. For those who have no experience in dissecting human movements I am trying to create a bridge and open the window for complexity.
- Individuals find their own way of coping with physical dilemmas.
- Culture is a major part of the practice in the domestic kitchen, often apprehended through a self taught practice or interest rather than inherited from previous generations.
- Motor practice is possible in almost every challenge of cooking.
- Functional orientation in the domestic space does not demand bodily presence, i.e. awareness of the body’s movements and change over time, unless there are injuries or pathological issues.
- This is a disclaimer. With these habitual movement studies I am building an argument using my background as a dancer and practitioner in teaching and choreography. I am by writing this also made aware of my strict limitation to the subjects that I have encountered, and the limited understanding I have from my personal experience. It may seem much for some and less for others. For those who have no experience in dissecting human movements I am trying to create a bridge and open the window for complexity.

As the walking starts the body will try to find balance with the buzzing toes and stiffness back. The body suddenly needs hydration to move, thirst becomes the new motivation for moving into the kitchen, which happened so quickly we scarcely recognised it. As stiffness makes the body ache most times heading to the sink we have tactically placed the drinking vessels on the shelf closest to the sink in order to spend less possible effort. We barely have to move the arm. The most complex movement our body has to conjure is the isolated pointing of the index finger feeling the temperature of the running water, which we if possible rather would avoid. After all, who likes to spend time waiting?

The experiences of pain and stiffness are not the only bodily issues that can follow the conventional domestic habits. The lack of complex cognitive ability is another. Firstly, the surfaces our body encounters are mostly smooth and if an edge is introduced it will be perfectly rounded. The sharpest object apart from cutlery or similar tools is the door. Since we only touch the handle the edges of the handle might be made from wood but even in cold metal it is intentionally shaped to fit perfectly into the gripping hand. Although our body is capable of performing extremely complex actions our domestic environment is formed to undersly any possible obstacle creating simple, effortless and less effortful habits. The lessened time for kitchen work has been driven by an urge to liberate the individual for other activities. The elegance of a perfectly steamed salmon on a plate of slow cooked herbs is only imagined by viewing someone else cooking behind a camera in a studio. Then it is ordered online from the available food delivery service. The patience and diligent practice necessary to accomplish even such simple tasks is beyond most peoples imagination as they have barely learned to do anything other than sitting in chairs. Cognitive experiences need to be used and not viewed. And as presented earlier it also is a part of long healthy living.

Despite the amount one can relate to this autoethnographic observation, its purpose is to awaken a discussion concerning the bodily mental images mostly subconsciously running through our mind. Now let us investigate the same situation more carefully looking into what is taking place in the body.

Firstly the stomach ache has made the posture more curved than the usual sitting position. Often such pain adds a small or stiffness to the knees, and individual variances will appear. Further the pain makes the lower abdominals and muscles in the diaphragm contract, adding additional tension to the lower back and diaphragm area. The secondary tension created in the shoulders will also add to the experience making the notion of hunger less prominent. The body will also pay attention to the suffering rather than the peripheral limbs that have been still for more than 3 hours.
still vary according to the bodily limitations.

- A common habitual movement which is outside our cognitive awareness is the movements we do when focused giving emphasis to thinking. Often this is done with a step aside and focusing with the eyes into thin air or looking around, as if we mentally look towards a fictional world.

[There are more findings intentionally left out from this document.]

III

Revisiting these studies throughout the semester has revealed additional information. It has become evident that the motive when studying gives colour to the findings. One could discuss the energy according to the time of the day, being in a hurry or on a holiday. We have rituals and routines happening on many scales, through seasons, days, weeks and hours. Habits are notions of repetition and we choose to make something out of it. Here the discussion easily gets entangled with motivational speech, ten steps to success, retreats in the forest, mindfulness journeys to the Sahara etc. Without looking through a window of ‘living life to the fullest’ I wish to question the careless way we endure the conventional kitchen. In many observations made, I have found “we could - but we don’t” as the answer to posing dilemmas. We have a body capable of magnificence but limit ourselves to a sturdy countertop.

There are pragmatic reasons for creating conventions which should be addressed in order to leave out the potential comment: In the final stage I have built a one to one scale model of the framework and imagined curvilinear outcome. Using one type of cross head on the screws is naturally the simple answer to how one easily dis- and reassembles the model. I apologise if this becomes a too distant figure and as a dancer one learns that repeated movement on the one side, but even more to condition the body. I can share that as a dancer one learns that repeated movement on the other side, but even more to condition the body. It is perceived as casual but in the long run it can lead to stiffening and imbalances in the whole body. Not being educated as a physiotherapist or similar it is difficult to tell when the problem of such character will arise. I can share that as a dancer one learns that repeated activity on one side should be compensated by mirroring the movement on the other side, but even more to condition the body with training, stretching etc.

Finally, Jennifer was right not only to locate but to plan throughout the process. In a contemplative manner it brings a calm energy to the procedures and could possibly be a great source to the precise and excellent outcome.

17 HABITUAL MOVEMENTS; DETAILED VIEW OF CASE SÆTNT PHILIPGÅRD
- Linnea making brödlart and coffee.
Source: Filmstrip with Notations by author. Original film by Linnea in March 2022.

‘Reflexes’ is another topic within habitual movements. It can be outside the scope of habits if it is something we don’t repeat, i.e. burning the fingers on a toast. Fixing the hair is a reflex within habitual movements. Reflexes are also done within the scope of what a body can perform. Linnea has in general an active upper body and a grounded core with a steady placement of legs and feet on the ground. This is a natural consequence from the sports she performs. Thus, when another person will react in one manner, Linnea does it in her, here lifting the clothes up while contracting the shoulders pulling her hands away from the heat that her fingers reached. This is attempted to be portrayed in the graphic drawing.

A pendulum movement is done with the core when looking around with the head at the coffee brewer. It is just like a swinging dance. It might be this is the most efficient way for Linnea, a very delicate and cheerful move. As the counterparty is too low for her length she has adapted with an individual practice. Although not visible in this extraction from the notation it should be noted that Linnea also was dropping and tossing in order to leave things on the counter. Done with precise caution it is most magnificat.

18 HABITUAL MOVEMENTS; DETAILED VIEW OF CASE BRÄNNÖGATAN
- Jennifer doing Pasta alla puttenesca.

There are many correct dialogues between Jennifer’s bodily habits and the kitchen’s design. Moreover, I must abstain the exemplary way Jennifer uses gravity to sink into squatting. The hip flexors are relaxed and open, giving enough room even for bouncing at the end of the movements. Giving this kind of break to the joints is an excellent way to make them endure. Some movements show other qualities, such as the preferred standing on the right leg, leaving the left too barely touching the floor. It is perceived as casual but in the long run it can lead to stiffening and imbalances in the whole body. Not being educated as a physiotherapist or similar it is difficult to tell when the problem of such character will arise. I can share that as a dancer one learns that repeated activity on one side should be compensated by mirroring the movement on the other side, but even more to condition the body with training, stretching etc.

Finally, Jennifer was right not only to locate but to plan throughout the process. In a contemplative manner it brings a calm energy to the procedures and could possibly be a great source to the precise and excellent outcome.
time as a mass inside a space. It creates elegant and novel shapes and small worlds of their own. If they give useful information is a more complex question not necessarily leading to a resolution. This will be another thesis work maybe?

Knowing a bit more about the nature of habits and their present character in domestic living, let’s continue by discussing some solutions. What if? What if we changed the norms and took a departure from a radical shift in perspective? What if we would sit on the floor as in old, climb and reach up in the trees and balance on the edge reaching new places? What if we could tune this into an elegant act where we revisited culture as an entertaining practice rather than consumed media?

Focus goes two ways, what is shown with detail and how much effort is put on the rest? Where are shadows conveying important information? Can the drawing be a tool for depicting adequate clues to the performed motions? These are some of the points driving the drawings forward. The investigation is a tool used to create a new investigation. Is a drawing ever finished?
obvious example of a functional relation between body and standard heights in the kitchen. Yet, the recent addition of a stovetop is 22.5 cm higher than the conventional 90 cm counter. Despite the dilemma he has adapted with minor effort. He once mentioned that in large amounts of staying he could place something on the floor to stand upon, which has not happened yet. Being an experienced chef Michele has many fascinating habits, which are worthy of a chapter by themselves. With the limits of this thesis I present only a few of these exquisite motions. In 43b Michele is casually leaning towards the shelf behind him whilst waiting for the saucepan to boil. In 43b Michele uses a turning pelvic movement to pull the shoe by the cramping of the ankle. This creates a shaking motion in the pan that stirs the rice. When the hand is not placed on the counter, a secondary motion appears. There is a wiggling echo in the relaxed left arm and hand, an elegant habitual and functional stance. But less should be expected of a legendary bassist and competent chef.

In this case the subject is a physical mover but also a practitioner of optimisation in another manner. In a skilled climber Niklas is training planned, imagined and repeated execution of optimal sets of movements. Additionally, being an excellent drummer he has a heightened perception of the gas stove. In this manner I started mapping variations with everything from timber to stainless steel into a graph. The most interesting variations arose in my opinion at the centre, where the convention was challenged, a small material intervention could be made, measures tweaked and above all the intervention was realistic and possible to implement in an early functionalist home.

Throughout the process many forbidden, fictional, entertaining, ultra-conventional and speculative ideas of kitchens arose. In the act of giving the many ideas physical and tangible form I chose to look into these not too far from the convention as these become fairytale creatures within surreal dreams rather than functional and approachable projects. For me it has been important to give relevance to functional everyday domesticity. Two other extremes arose: the immaterial and material intervention. One example of an extremely fictional and immaterial intervention could be a conventional kitchen approached as a circus acrobat, performing a three course meal using the feet for chopping and the hands for walking. It would demand practice but no material intervention necessarily. An extremely conventional and material version could be inserting gym machines into a kitchen with heavy drawers and rowing machines for igniting the gas stove. In this manner I started mapping variations with everything from timber to stainless steel into a graph. The most interesting variations arose in my opinion at the centre, where the convention was challenged, a small material intervention could be made, measures tweaked and above all the intervention was realistic and possible to implement in an early functionalist home.

In a deliberate and expressive way we used the technological inaugurations of the modern western kitchen and started playing with them as elements without form; stove/oven, fridge, sink and countertops. Storage spaces I found could easily be organically filled in between. I gave the elements measurements close to the standard and started placing them in a conscious way. Quickly I asserted hypothetical paths of bodies and limbs moving through various layouts. All versions were studied in plan and section/elevation. The pathways were partially imagined together with the form in an all encompassing procedure. Drawing the paths proved most useful to resolve the enigmatic movement patterns that happen in a space. Not so different from Gilbreths time- motion studies and simulacra, this method gave a quick assumption of potential kitchens before approaching a prototype. Continuing to grade the investigation did also the scale of full body movements. How does the space evoke twisting, bending, stretching, squating etc.? As the design matured I searched for specific qualities rather than perfected outcomes. ‘How is the temper of this kitchen?’
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**** POSSIBLE KITCHENS; INVERTED TRIANGLE/ THE ISLAND

An inverted kitchen triangle and island orienting movement around. The counter is lowered to a physiologically difficult height.


A poetic assemblage of children, grownups, cats and dogs surrounding a table where the meal is cooked and groceries stored. An upgraded lowered counter. Note the depth which is almost double the convention. Head and upper body will most likely only go up and down when rising for the longer travels around the table. When working close it will be quicker to crawl.

Notations on what to develop, blueprint technique for executive drawings, possible movements.

**** POSSIBLE KITCHENS; 20.5 KITCHEN REMADE

An adjusted kitchen using the general layout from Dr. Abelins Gata.


This is a comprehensible and functioning kitchen. Lowering the counter and introducing climbing is a simple gesture that improves the standard, i.e. if one wishes to be more physically engaged in the kitchen. Could the window sill be adjusted to give value to such a kitchen? What happens if one has to bow when entering the kitchen, similar to a Japanese teahouse (reference lacking).

**** POSSIBLE KITCHENS; KITCHEN CABINET

What does it mean to cook vertically?


Is this the future single studio apartment kitchen, compact and just a pillar in a corner, with generous space but disposed vertically? Drawers, modules and shelves could be climbable. As Hugo Henriksson proposed, could there be see through surfaces? Movement will in this case be oriented along the gripping and carrying surfaces. Note comments on the asset of using a strict framework.
POSSIBLE KITCHENS; THE CAVE
Sprayboard, pillars, sand and hilltop. Skipping, balancing, playing whilst cooking on the stovetop.

A kitchen playground. Not that this is a practical kitchen, but it sure open questions about play in the kitchen. Could similar elements be introduced without exaggerating to this degree? Ropes in the ceiling, balancing bars or stairs?

POSSIBLE KITCHENS; KÜNSTHALL
A wooden deck, cooking pit, a horizontal and a vertical bar. Repeated skipping and hopping.

What is a kitchen like if one removes the whole conventional boxlike structure and just adds a few elements, a pit, a floating high bar, a (chinese) pole and a fridge pulled up from the floor?

POSSIBLE KITCHENS; MOCKUP
Assemblage of Possible Kitchens and Source: Physical model in Scale 1:1, using tables, sheets and pin-up boards. Made by author in March 2022.

Making a mockup was important for the embodied experience. It was way to see new complications but also study the many creative motions which brought a different life to the kitchen. How is it having a dinner with someone sitting on the floor and another standing up?
POSSIBLE KITCHENS; PRE PROTOTYPE II
Second iteration from live mockup test model (see image 49).

Later annotations point out the placement of the fridge and additional elements to be introduced. Some were incorporated into the following iteration. In this drawing some shelves are proposed as pullable. This is an existing feature in the early 1940’s kitchen (visible in image 36). It is not included in the coming iterations but certainly a simple and brilliant addition in order to bring variation to working heights.
3.3. APPLICATION

There is an ontological discourse within architecture concerning objects and their meaning. Artefacts, tools, products, decorations, gadgets, equipment, machines and various other consumer goods, are indeed objects surrounding our identity and autonomous sphere. When introducing the word ‘elegance’ it is easy to end up in such a discourse which I am not certain I wish to do. It could be that humans need objects in order to create identity, however, consumers’ awareness and the choices motivating objects in the domestic environment is not the question I bring forth here. In order to avoid spreading the thesis too thin I will not discuss visually related objects and things as indicated above. I find it relevant to instead comment on displacement. In order to orient around an object most common to us let us take the spoon as an example. A spoon detached from its context, i.e. not held in the palm of a hand, placed on a table made for dining, or stored inside a drawer ready for use, is just a piece of material formed in a stretched, flat and rounded manner. Our strong symbolic connection to the spoon can thus be seen as a delineation. This can be used as a springboard for elaborating on bodily movements, both the norm and the undressing of it. Although a cultural practice of eating with a spoon for most people is just a dull necessity, I choose to recognise even such a part of the discussion. Further a spoon looks different in various cultures and accordingly will be used in different manners. I argue this being a part of the normative ideas that conduct to our domestic habits. Similarily the chosen size of a spoon will vary according to the chosen dish and thus induce varying behaviour. This is not much different than the choice of a door handle, door size or any design intervention. When designing the world we shape human bodies. When encountering the world we are shaping our bodies and additionally the remodelled body will change the way we pursue the world again. It is our norm that frames us to the healthy human bodies. When encountering the world we are shaping our body and environment. I believe one could use our visually perceptive abilities to incite and charge habitual movements. But, thinking of the kitchen in a strict cosmetic sense, i.e. changing the cupboards and repainting, as the only way to build an elegant life is rather ungraceful. There must be better ways to build a brighter future. As follows I am questioning our ability to adapt. Adaptation could be a part of shaping delicate and well performed actions in the home to a greater degree than sedentary lifestyles practice a crooked upper back and stiff hip abductors. I have tried to dismantle the convention and reassemble it through a different discourse. Naturally there are conventions I have not bothered to discuss in the scope of a thesis aiming more towards physical engagement. Let me now embroider what elegance can be in a bodily engaged manner.

"Can't you see, this is my highway here?" - she shouts at the farm boy standing in the way reaching for water. Running back and forth along the counter Jane is juggling various bowls and utensils for mixing, whipping and moulding. She is famous for this dish and it is done with extreme precision. But not in the way of millimetre ornamentation of clockwork, rather a sensitivity to fine textures and delicate smell. "The hands have to be wet, but not so wet that you are dripping!" She tells the boy as he tries to mimic the movement with his hands. He manages to produce some kind of lump not nearly as polished as Jane's perfectly round buns. Jane aligns each bun in a beautiful array ready to be cooked. By the time Jane has completed the bowl the farm boy has just finished his fourth bun. The running starts again and now Jane is picking up something from the lowest drawer in the fridge. I can't really tell if she is preparing another dish or if she is looking for some missing ingredient. I sit on the kitchen sofa solving some puzzle in the newspaper but keep most of my attention to Jane. She has on a whim placed all the trays in a tower with some towels covering them up. Her running doesn't stop as she now pulls out the big pot and fills it with water. Then she shouts to complain about the bad quality of the potatoes these days. She has been forced to fill it with water. Then she shouts to complain about the bad quality of the potatoes these days. She has been forced to start buying pre cooked potatoes from a grocery store in the main city in order to produce anything that can even start to imitate what should be the original dish. She laughs and says "Actually I like this version even better." Eventually the whole farm crew plus a few friends is at the table enjoying the meal. I have witnessed a circus creating a meal worthy of royalty. The rating is indisputable, all the seven men around the table plus Jane's friend Alice, are eating without a single word uttered. I look over my shoulder to the floor and see the discoloration in the pvc matt from all the running in the evening before with my girlfriend Maisa just for this occasion. Maisa, Maisa's mother, got the flour two weeks earlier from a specific mill a bit up north. According to Maisa, also an educated food technologist, the eye species was the same as the one used in the old days, also not so...
With the decision to build a live scale kitchen, leftover materials were given to me for use by Tabita Nilsson and Peter Christensen. These boards were then measured and cut out in paper scale 1:20. Finally they were placed similar to the structure I had in mind. The curve was utilized adding additional movement to the structure.

**POSSIBLE KITCHENS: PROTOTYPE**

Live scale prototype from left over goods.

Assemblage becomes an aesthetic of its own. Is this a kitchen? Does it invite dance and elegance or rather climbing and cooking imaginary food with Peter Pan?
These shared practices are remnants from historical cultures, before we had fridges and electric stoves. They are treasures much lost and forgotten for the benefit of a streamlined technology. I am not alone in this observation. Also Julia Child takes this stance in her book ‘Julia’s Kitchen’ from 1977. In the first pages of the book she gives a keen eye on the modernisation of cooking. When speaking of the early 20th century she describes the generation growing up: “Daughters stopped learning how to cook from their mothers and a serious decline in the domestic arts set in.” (Child, 1977). I do not search for gentrification or reasserting the ‘housewife’ into the kitchen. I rather wish to spell out the absurd notion we have that cooking and domestic practice should be something distasteful. I believe as Julia Child, that it ought to be viewed as an art, performed by average people in everyday life, as healthy and vibrant domestic habits.

### 3.4. Execution Results

Coming to the end with a live-scale model of speculative future kitchen habits, I was blessed with the privilege to exhibit and have a public discussion in a gallery called ‘Templet’ in central Gothenburg. A full week was spent in a window looking at people looking at me. I had many encounters and epiphanies, some which I will share in this final chapter. Truly, I was not prepared for what it would become and the challenge proved instructive in many ways.

The primary purpose of the model was to test real bodily encounters, my own and others. I was then intending to photograph and film the movements for being depicted in a final drawing, similar to the ones on page 39 and 41. As the model was then intentionally made for a secondary purpose along with a restricted time frame, I chose to be deliberate about the care in details where necessary. If exhibiting had been the original purpose the approach would have been rather different. However, it was potent to exhibit the kitchen mock-up during an ongoing process, which then all architecture and human bodies are, in a durational change. This was my first lesson learned.

Frequent reactions seemed concerned with the attributes: “but it’s not done yet, is it?” “why do you show this?” It was clear that the normative idea of what should take place in the central shopping district of Gothenburg did not agree with my obscure sprawling animal. I learned that cosmetics are not just an attribute but a strong expectation of what a designed space should be. This is a big part of the action-setting our standard kitchen format brings. Not only does the kitchen give expectations, but the assumptions of a kitchen are bound to this seemingly innate conception of a kitchen. For instance, even when using construction site materials as furnacing for clothing stores, the lighting, organisation and presentation have to communicate, buy me, sit here, lift carefully, look inside, smell this etc. Somehow I had managed to create a structure which was neither a habitable space nor a fulfilled artwork. The ambivalence even seemed to bring people nervousness. While I was seeing a form that shouted “use me, use me in multiple and innovative ways”, many saw “how is this relevant for me?”

Another aspect that troubled many was the obstruction of comfort. Why would you want to change the convenient convention? What I present does not intend to make pathways shorter but invite the body to engage in novel ways. It is also wrong to assume that this intervention should be the solution for all bodies, even though most bodies likely would benefit from such a solution in the domestic space. Naturally the layout I share is inconvenient and impractical for the stiff grown up western human, as is partly the point. If our norm...
shapes our living into strict stiffening habits we should instead allow more friction. If architecture is the correct discipline to utilise for stimulating bodily engaged lifestyles I leave for the reader to decide. Although it has motivated this thesis, it seems the relevance for the public good is pre eminent. Then of course the qualities of movement does not need to be earthbreaking in order to bring flavour to our domestic habits. The use of refined motor and cognitive precision is not just about precision with the fingers. Clearly our bodies hold much more potential than the conventional kitchen as well as gym equipment might suggest. This is what I propose with this speculative work.

For those who chose to engage with the structure there was a variation in tendencies. Some looked for places to sit, as if the structure was a treehouse to explore and find a reading spot. Some were strongly drawn towards climbing. Some found balancing and an adjustment of the pelvis as intuitive whereas others looked for ways to approach the floor in a comfortable way. As the images 56 to 80 show the action setting of the structure is not definite yet. With a cultural practice I believe the use could become more defined. I also believe there is a potential in the ambivalence in terms of feasibility of a fixed structure. I find this something of value especially in a compact living situation. There are several user groups that would encounter this structure and benefit from the changes, and some that would have difficulties. Children and adults are literally taken to a common ground, also the dog becomes an equal member of the room.

Some activities were suggested along the exhibition by visitors such as making throwing garbage into the bin a sport. Also design interventions have been suggested such as softer floor covers and tatami mats also additional foot support on the wall (see images 62 & 63). The latter came from the idea of placing things in an unreachable place, how far can you reach? This I suggest practising regardless of the structures one resides in as a human being. A stretch of a limb needs anchoring but can happen without a spatial limitation.

Concerning the physical built material the set up limits interestingly formed an aesthetical language. For a future reader I will share some of these guides. As there was a need to quickly and with minimum amount of work be able to assemble and disassemble the structure I used as few screws as possible. The shelves and counters are leaned to the amount needed to illustrate the intended physical engagement but also to make the structure transportable. In order to keep these surfaces functional most screws have been recessed 10mm or more, thus the dark dots or holes, see images 77 and 78 the sink surface. It takes approximately 30 minutes to take down the structure and pack it into a transportable structure. It takes the same amount of time to assemble it from an unpacaged situation. The whole structure can be transported in a station wagon or similar sized car. All parts can be carried by an average adult. The structure has withstood the test of all imaginable encounters until the end. I have considered doing a damage test but found it unnecessary as this is an illustrative model for everyday movements and not prison breakouts. The structure is documented in site and material specification but not presented here in order to stay true to the topic. Bringing more detail leads to questions regarding fabrication and touches a different bodily scale which is outside the scope. The mould was to a majority built from borrowed or reused material already heading to the trash. The biggest expense has been the plywood for the curved counter surfaces. It does not look much, a scrambled wood pile, but this has the potential to cultivate rich culinary and sensory experiences.

Although it has motivated this thesis, it seems the relevance for the public good is pre eminent. Then of course the qualities of movement does not need to be earthbreaking in order to bring flavour to our domestic habits. The use of refined motor and cognitive precision is not just about precision with the fingers. Clearly our bodies hold much more potential than the conventional kitchen as well as gym equipment might suggest. This is what I propose with this speculative work.
KITCHEN DANCES; THE ARBOSTIST

Isak and his daughter trying the meaning of climbing in the kitchen. Photograph by author April 2022.

"Does it hold?" "I would definitely put my daughter up here!" "I would use this for shelves!"

KITCHEN DANCES; THE DANCER

Arika exploring the potential reach. Photograph by author April 2022.

"I would place a support for the foot on the wall!" "Oh, you can hold here."

KITCHEN DANCES; THE ARCHITECT

Julia standing on the counter, Josef (to the left) staring at Viggo. Photograph by author April 2022.

The encounters of this space are really poetic. Somehow the tension of using floor and climbing open up for a playfulness and explorative approach.
3.4. RESULTS

Advancing to this final statement I shall claim that I have searched for a critical perspective. Foremost I have tried to convince myself. I am still not certain that the ideas put forth are the correct answers to the existing sedentary situations. Personally it has been liberating to move in the way this structure provides possibilities for. I also agree with the ideas designed around the time and awareness which I have been dealt to moving movements in terms of habitual practices as it becomes a reality. I have just started in both on the various aspects of existing time and have just started to build on the same aspect of the movement.

CHALLENGING CONVENTIONS: CHARGING HABITUAL MOVEMENTS IN DOMESTIC KITCHENS

The Chef

Nathanael cooking Shakshuka.

Photographer Simeon Frohm April 2022.

Cooking and Laughing

Jennifer cutting bread and finding her spot in the cupboard.

Photographer Simeon Frohm April 2022.
3.4. RESULTS

CHALLENGING CONVENTIONS: CHARGING HABITUAL MOVEMENTS IN DOMESTIC KITCHENS
ASSEMBLY NO3
A Series of movements in the 3rd assembly. GoPro monitoring Nathanael simulating cooking procedures.
Source: Film and montage by author May 2022

Sharing a table with movement happening vertically is a playful thing. The treehouse was not an intended reference but that is what I see in the structure as such. Is this a table for Peter Pan and his rogue friends?

The still figures are in mid action intended to be stimulated by the structure. If this continues to happen after two years of use is another question.

PATELLA
Focus: Patella or Knee Cap. Motion traced in AfterEffects. GoPro monitoring Nathanael simulating cooking procedures.
Source: Film and montage by author May 2022

The left knee is in this stretch only hovering above the ground. Two balancing adjustments appear when walking on the balancing board. In the final movement the knee moves slightly beneath the tabletop. This gap is important as pointed out previously. Note also the little curl happening at each step.
3.4. RESULTS

ASSEMBLY NO4
Final Seminar. GoPro monitoring Nathanael cooking an omelette.
Source: Film by author May 2022

Going for water demands climbing under bushes at times. It is a peculiar thing to stay true to a task and be habitual whilst performing for an audience. Note the added colored surfaces helping to note the main functions of the kitchen triangle.

ASSEMBLY NO5
Open Seminar. GoPro monitoring Nathanael flaming pineapple in rum.
Source: Film by author May 2022

Now it maybe is more intuitive for an untrained mover to understand what is happening. The hand is the limb which always will manoeuvre through space the most. It has a much larger range and its dynamic shifts a lot. Here it is not only used as a counterweight in balancing but also support when needed. It reaches to the far ends of the structure and to the floor. The hand object orientation is maybe the most investigated part of Time Motion Studies in the 20:s, I propose this to be challenged. Not only should one practice Ambidexterity but also use of other limbs for similar purposes. Picking up objects with the foot as one example.

For me as a dancer this was a brilliant tool for investigating unaware movements and learning of the actual spatial orientation of movement, giving precision and awareness. For architecture this is also a good tool when learning of the actual movements of a body. We are not vehicles for carrying an observing lump (i.e. head) from A to B but the whole body is a thinking organism.

JUXTAPOSITION A2
The 1947 kitchen exhibited at Nordiska Museet. Drawing is partly following the 1940-1950 kitchen presented by Björk et al.. Inspired by the thesis work by Lucy Chen “Perpetuation Through Radical Adaptation” this is then juxtaposed with an iteration of the kitchen mock up as presented in the Final Seminar.
Source: Graphite on Arches aquarelle-paper by the author May 2022, Photograph taken by author May 2022

This study gives a good idea of the bodies residing differently in space. The size of the kitchen is smaller in volume than the existing standard yet the use of space seems larger. The protruding edges could be more narrow and less prominent for a less crowded situation. One could also use bars for hanging as a way to give more variation to the space. Each fixed element that can be engaged with will attract movement and create a cluster of time geographical bodies.
"Challenging Conventions: Charging Habitual Movements in Domestic Kitchens"

I have always been passionate about moving. As you maybe can imagine, I do not envy my first teacher Ms. Green who had to deal with me having ants in the pants. First at the age of 15 and as a hobby I started dancing. A few years later, during my second year of studies at architecture I faced the unpleasant fact that working as an architect meant sitting still behind screens. This made me reconsider and devote myself to a professional career on stage, studying, performing teaching and choreographing. For many reasons I have now come back to architecture, but still I face this prevailing fact - As an architect one is expected to through a sedentary situation conjure rich and healthy environments that provide human wellbeing.

This work intends to present the present standardised kitchen. In relation to an increased sedentary lifestyle and the growing practice of mind finger coordination with screens I here stress the need for enriched living, filled with complex bodily practice.

Further, in the light of a recent pandemic, where the home became a primary residing place I believe it is essential to quarrel with the impact our industry (architecture) has on the human autonomous space.

Many reasons can motivate challenging a norm. In order to strengthen my vantage point I lean on the recommendations for physical activity presented by the Swedish Professional Associations for Physical Activity. Läkartidningen Förlag AB published the latest version of FYSS (i.e. handbook of Physical Activity in the Prevention and Treatment of Disease) during this past fall. The recommendations in this book are evident. Regardless of age or occupation we need to lessen the amount of sitting and increase the amount of movement in our daily lives. The first chapter 1.1. presents 8 investments on a societal level that can enforce physical activity. 5 of these encompass the environment. I could list a whole bunch of health benefits in regard to an active lifestyle but will here just cite from the physical activity recommendations of the World Health Organisation for adults:

- Physical activity confers benefits for the following health outcomes: improved all-cause mortality, cardiovascular disease mortality, incident hypertension, incident site-specific cancers, 21 incident type-2 diabetes, mental health (reduced symptoms of anxiety and depression); cognitive health, and sleep; measures of adiposity may also improve. //

A strong recommendation, with evidence of moderate certainty:

- Adults should do at least 150-300 minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic physical activity, or at least 75-150 minutes of vigorous-intensity aerobic physical activity, or an equivalent combination of moderate- and vigorous-intensity activity throughout the week, for substantial health benefits. (25-30 min per day of moderate intense activity...)

Could this be done within the domestic space? Of all the places we encounter throughout a day one is above all the central heart of the home where a housewife could multitask and take care of her loving husband while disciplining her kids? I. In order to make this possible, techniques used in revolutionise factory work were translated into the kitchen, both in terms of manufacturing and in terms of labour. For more info see "Time - Motion Studies" by the Gilbreths. Thereupon, a day's kitchen work was reduced from 9 to 3 hours.

How much we like to believe that Sweden was a pioneer in the industry, it all started in central Europe and America. With defining scientific management, later known as ergonomics the home became a market for consumer goods. New designs should encompass all of humanity by meeting the average Joes and universal human beings. As a cure to an illness design should eliminate discomfort with lessened friction, removed sharp edges and erased obstacles. Good design is ergonomic and invites pleasant and effortless work.

Was physical activity not existing in the early 20th century lifestyles? Or the contrary, physical activity was an integral part of the visions put forth by the early modernist architects. As pointed out by Architectural Theorist Beatrice Colomina, Le Corbusier, Walter Gropius and many more were frequent designers of gym and exercise rooms. What is profound is however the separation of functions. Instead of carrying wood to the furnace we lift weights at the gym.

In contrast to their view I reason differently. Instead of separating the functions which seem to encourage a sedentary lifestyle and saturate laziness, I pose another scenario. Instead of the stuff, upright, unravelling, 2-dimensional, incapable, apathetic, universal being I here reconsider with quite an opposite creature - a norm with attributes such as: organic, plastic, flexible, moveable, engaged, struggling, vivid and playful.

Stage no 1

In short, our modern kitchen was shaped in a social climate aspiring for a brighter future. Then it meant making life easier, more efficient and available for all. The lower-class could suddenly get modernised equipment and the upper-class did not need to cook for hours. The new kitchen was no longer a smelly place with an iron stove in the basement but a central heart of the home where a housewife could multitask and take care of her loving husband while disciplining her kids? I. In order to make this possible, techniques used in revolutionise factory work were translated into the kitchen, both in terms of manufacturing and in terms of labour. For more info see "Time - Motion Studies" by the Gilbreths.

Thereupon, a day's kitchen work was reduced from 9 to 3 hours.

How much we like to believe that Sweden was a pioneer in the industry, it all started in central Europe and America. With defining scientific management, later known as ergonomics the home became a market for consumer goods. New designs should encompass all of humanity by meeting the average Joes and universal human beings. As a cure to an illness design should eliminate discomfort with lessened friction, removed sharp edges and erased obstacles. Good design is ergonomic and invites pleasant and effortless work.

Was physical activity not existing in the early 20th century lifestyles? Or the contrary, physical activity was an integral part of the visions put forth by the early modernist architects. As pointed out by Architectural Theorist Beatrice Colomina, Le Corbusier, Walter Gropius and many more were frequent designers of gym and exercise rooms. What is profound is however the separation of functions. Instead of carrying wood to the furnace we lift weights at the gym.

In contrast to their view I reason differently. Instead of separating the functions which seem to encourage a sedentary lifestyle and saturate laziness, I pose another scenario. Instead of the stuff, upright, unravelling, 2-dimensional, incapable, apathetic, universal being I here reconsider with quite an opposite creature - a norm with attributes such as: organic, plastic, flexible, moveable, engaged, struggling, vivid and playful.

Stage no 2

Charging habitual movements is twofold in its connotation.

- I charge as in; electrify habitual movements and give attention to the whole body, not just flexing some muscles, raising the heartbeat and putting a little.

- I here press charges against the sedentary lifestyle which we all have succumbed to.

Asserting on aspects of habits and convenience, I have throughout this semester studied not only my own kitchen encounters in the everyday but also peeked into a few other's of varying height, gender, occupation and tonus. Habitual movement includes a whole spectrum of effortless adjustments, fixating the hair, appropriating the body to space and reacting to instincts etc. More specific in relation to the chosen scope; apart from evidence pointing towards the stiffening impact our standard kitchen has on the human body, I have noted a pliability of each individual. It seems that human encounters with obstacles will always take routes towards efficiency to the degree which is possible and most convenient. This is permeated by our individual cognitive, mental and bodily capacity resulting in a constant organic negotiation. Thus, in my opinion, it seems regressive to only look at ways of enhancing efficiency. Despite the proclaimed scientific foundation, my claim is that the streamlined environment becomes harmful in the end. Saturated by our natural abilities, norms and diligent search for comfort our bodies become imbecile and petrified.

Suggestions can be found amongst non material interventions for instance with cutlery placed in the lowest drawers and comestibles at unreachable places in the cupboards. But as this is a thesis not in choreography but architecture I speculate on the outcome of a fixed interior kitchen. The obvious response could be inserting gym fixtures or kinetic furniture to flex some muscles. However, as a dancer I have searched for movements in a more expressive and potentially poetic manner. Not that the kitchen should be a performative stage but there is much the work on stage can offer to habitual movements - especially awareness and refined motor practice. In the article "Brain plasticity and motor practice in cognitive ageing" for Frontiers in Ageing Neuroscience, Cai et al. state the following:

Exercise is critical for preventing cognitive decline in older adults. Inner experience of mindfulness (attention focused on the experience of current time) improves brain function, remembrance and social connections, thereby contributing to better mental and physical wellness.

A healthy body is not just a moving body but an aware moving body!

Initially I transposed 50 words into this book and then categorised them into 5 subtopics. One of these is of particular interest for this thesis featuring full bodily actions dependent on physical premises:

- reach, sit, lift, swing, push, pull, bend, squat, twist etc.
These movements are the framework for this mockup.

While exploring forbidden, possible, theoretical kitchens I have been made aware of my own preconceived ideas regarding "good design." It first seemed impossible to conjure a kitchen without clean surfaces stretching orthogonally in space, the single countertop and the cupboards covered by clean sheets. Thus in a pragmatic procedure also proposed by my examiner Daniel I started by placing the primary functions of a kitchen so that movement was directed into possibilities. From the various layouts I transposed cooking procedures in lines tracing various body parts forcing new things to emerge. For instance this kitchen cabinet stretches vertically, similar to a spaceship with pullable drawers and a climbable structure. Here the anchored movement will orient around the central pole creating a compact curiosity cabinet. Or the inverted kitchen triangle, where instead of walking across a floor towards counters along the walls one circles around the central worktable. The notations first followed carefully imagined routes but with time I used the tool to investigate specific scenarios, "what about slipping on an unstable element?" "where do you hold your hand most comfortably?"

These designs and somewhat interpretations of existing kitchens became the springboard for this mockup which involves the set of actions mentioned earlier.

With the great generosity from Tabita, Peter and Peter I was handed some materials left over from previous thesis work. After cataloguing them I assembled them into what you see here.

Together with this final drawing I will now present to you through a juxtaposition to the Swedish 1950's standard how a fixed domestic kitchen can conceive various movements. Although I have not lived in this structure for long I hope to do this in a rather effortless and possibly elegant way. In a contextual style I have placed the 10 by 10 tiling above a standard 85 cm counter. This tiling is also a connotation to the time - motion studies where grids were used to map motion through space.

The video playing in the background is in Swedish presenting the 1950's kitchen exhibited at Nordiska Museum in Stockholm, also where the journey of this project started.

As a conclusion I here tag along with Albin Aldén, recently referring to Gilles Deleuze drawing from a statement by the seventeenth-century Dutch philosopher Baruch de Spinoza: "We do not even know what a body is capable of..." How do we imagine the future domestic habits? Kitchen habits?

Is the domestic space a vibrant sensuous and engaging physical interaction with the surrounding, with the body and with others, should it not be?
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49 A CONTINUOUS MOVEMENT

Tracing of: YELLOW: Pons (between occipital and the temporal bones) - PINK & RED: Third Metacarpal or mid palm of the right and left hand - GREEN & MOSS GREEN: Navicular or top of left and right foot arch - TURQUOISE: pubic symphysis (just on top of the pubic bone). Motion traced in AfterEffects. GoPro monitoring Nathanael simulating cooking procedures.

Source: Film and montage by author May 2022

This spaghetti diagram does not give any idea about the quality of the movement, only the massive orientation around the central table and climbing pole. The kitchen triangle ought to be viewed not as a limitation but the natural way most use the kitchen in a daily practice. Obstructing the triangle does not need to slow down the work, it will rather shape the bodily movement differently. A possible line of iterations include making the same impact with less elements. When do new movements appear and when is the structure not functional anymore?
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